
NEW CHALLENGES for DALMARNOCK’s  STREAMS & PARKS 
 
 
“How  sweet to move at Summer’s eve by Clyde’s ,meandering stream”  Andrew Park 1807-63 The Banks of Clyde 
 

 
Fig 1:Clyde footpath Dalmarnock_gaw-Apr08 

 

This report is presented along side the many thousand 
words written since August 2002 when nearly 4 inches of 
rain fell on Dalmarnock in a few hours and changed the 
course of development of the newly themed Clyde 
Gateway. The opening summary sits between poetic 
reminders of the beauty and value of clean water and 
seeks to introduce rural sustainability into an urban 
dilemna. Water management of 40 sq km of a major 
European city is a big subject for a short report; other 
teams have covered the ground [Adshead; Fleming; 
Macnab; . .]  and yet the matter is unresolved – their 
proposals too grand, too dry, too expensive, and perhaps 
too boring. So Glasgow City Council, even after six years 
of heavy analysis, are prepared to consider a ‘lateral’ 
view of urban drainage from rural Wales. 

         Fig 2:Quality SuDS - Camlachie Burn at Hermiston Rd_ gaw-Apr08 

Given the scale of the changes contemplated by MGSDB, and the challenge of preparing the Clyde Gateway 
project for the 2014 Commonwealth Games, a review of the options is indeed pragmatic . .  sadly however, if 
quality of water, health and urban life are demanded (not least by risk of infraction under OSPAR & the 
requirements of the Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive),  Glasgow City Council may have but one option in 
Dalmarnock . . .  
 In an extreme event, the East-end combined-network can accommodate  barely 10% of 

precipitation;  however for the 90% bulk,  a system of flash storage is possible – 
interconnected pools & lakes with a 5+ cumec overspill discharge from these ‘SuDS’ 
reservoirs under Mount Vernon and, via biofiltration, into the Clyde at Kenmuir.  It is 
suggested that new MGSDB stakeholders Glasgow Parks, Forestry & Social Services be 
appointed managing stakeholders.   So . . . . 

• Action < 2015: A new terraced  & landscaped outfall at Kenmuir featuring a garden 
centre & phreatophyte biomass CHP farm for surface grey-water filtration 

• Action > 2015:   A 1-15 hectare variable volume municipal amenity lake at Cardowan 

 

 
Wishful thinking I hear you say . . . . not so, if rural ‘soft’ perspectives are given rein in the urban environment,  
if health is paramount,  and radically if water is viewed as an asset rather than a liability -  (ie NOT tiresome 
waste to be engineered at great expense out of sight).  So read on . .  Selecting do-able measures from the 
options which have been categorized, shuffled and reshuffled so many times is a challenge.  By way of example, 
it would be a worthy pilot task to consign the risk of foul flood at Ochill St, Shettleston (currently threatened by 
the 8 sq km urban catchment of the Tollcross Burn) to 1:200, and from unclean highway water to an insurable 
1:75.  So let us consider this sub-catchment to throw light on the Dalmarnock system and by extension Greater 
Glasgow and the Clyde valley.  

 
“Freshwater is a finite and precious resource essential for sustaining life, ensuring sustainable social welfare 

and economic prosperity, and ecosystem health. No strategy can ignore people’s vital requirements for water. 
Hence, policies for sustainable development must address the need for equitable and sustainable 

management of water resources in the interests of society as a whole”                               
European Commission Goal EUWI.net 



Background 
Dalmarnock is defined within Greater Glasgow by the legacy of a 40 sqkm system of combined sewers which 
gravity feed the Dalmarnock WWTW. It is further defined by the topography of North East Glasgow, and by the 
public and private institutions assigned to care for its populations. This care has a doubtful track record. Hyder’s 
Adshead reports “In parts of Glasgow’s East End, male life expectancy was recently reported to be a mere 54 years, 22 
years lower than the UK average of 76 (compare also: Iraq – 67; North Korea – 71 and Gaza Strip – 70)” [ Adshead 2007]. 
In broad terms Dalmarnock is just 10% of water-care in Glasgow, but it is at the heart of a vibrant city, it has 
surplus WWT capacity [Hyder],  available space [GCC] and is therefore a worthy focus for this report. The district 
also rises above the recently delineated Clyde Gateway where “An estimated £2 billion investment in the Gateway 
over 25 years will aim to deliver 10,000 new homes, together with 20,000 new jobs and 400,000m2 of business and 
industrial floor space  . . . [Hyder-GSDP 2005].  
 
“In July 2002, just a short distance up the road from the Gateway, around 500 homes were flooded when a month’s 
worth of rain fell in less than half a day”  [Hyder-GSDP 2005]. Soul searching after this event concluded that 
‘ownership’ of the drainage problem was unsatisfactorily assigned– leading the establishment of MGSDB 
(Metropolitan Glasgow Strategic Drainage Board)  now a “nationally recognised”  new body [Hyder; GCC].  
However, in spite of much heavyweight thinking, there would appear to be no published evidence that the 
families in Ochill St are at less risk in 2008 than they were in 2002. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig3: Dalmarnock WWTW within Clyde Gateway  Fig 4: Dalmarnock Burns, Sewers & CSO’s 

Dalmarnock is constrained. Its southern boundary is the River Clyde – one of Scotland’s premier rivers, 
historically, emotionally, and economically. The dense Glasgow city centre is situated North west of 
Gateway (in the South East pocket of the Dalmuir WWT system– see below). Whilst the River Kelvin is 
only 5km (NW) from (central) Cardowan, it is separated by high ground making conveyance from 
Dalmarnock to Dalmuir an unlikely option.   
 

 This leaves the South and South East for location of overspill & discharge   
   

 
 

 

 
Fig5: Clyde Gateway within Dalmarnock Transport   Fig 6: Glasgow Sewerage - Dalmarnock is red 

 
The four maps above locate Dalmarnock spatially and functionally within the City. In broad terms its population-
related WWTW has spare capacity [Hyder-GCC], and flood risk to health and to property stems from legacy surface 
water systems which allow too much flow into the combined sewers causing surcharge (by surface water) and 
CSO foul overspill. Inadequate capacity at nip points (such as the Ochill St culvert) in turn causes this 
contaminated surcharge to ‘back-up’ and pond in low-lying homes [Hyder-GCC]. 



Features 
Topographically, Dalmarnock divides into four stream sub-catchments shown below (Molindenar, Camlachie, 
Tollcross, & Battle) and two significant riparian districts (Gateway in the South West & Kenmuir in the South-
East).  The M8 motorway intersects Molindenar, Camlachie & Tollcross along the 80m aod contour, and new 
urban motorways are planned to the South and the West.   A further intersection of the catchments is 
considered here along the 26m aod contour by a pragmatic new cycle-way-swale capable of conveying highway 
greywater between detentions.  In Fig 7 below, therefore:- 
 
A. Kenmuir. Developable 300 hectares falling from 25m aod to 5m aod on the North bank of the Clyde. 

Intersected by M74 with suitable site for primary (urban & highway) detention at 20m aod . Excellent area 
for biofiltration between Carmyle and Daldowie WWTW. Current informal storage for 000’s of discarded car 
tyres !! Landuse and planning gain. Separated from Shettleston by high-ground of Sandyhills golf club;  

B. Balbeggie St.  60ha attenuation basin relief for Shettleston; new tunnel entry for Cycle-way/Kenmuir relief 
C. Hermiston Rd. Exemplary SuDS landscape on the Camlachie Burn (featured on Page 1) 
D. Cardowan Road: Low-lying confluence of Camlachie & Light burns, and new Edinburgh Rd relief culvert 
E. Carntyne Burn. confluence with Gateway link-road surface water 
 

South Western Gateway (J) is 
densely developed, vulnerable and in 
demand for economic development. 
Low lying areas are already defended 
from main river peak-flow by 
substantial embankments and 
currently are unable to handle even 
local run-off [Adshead2007] 
 
There are locations of extreme 
surcharge and ponding.  The Elmdale 
Row 1:5yr siphon (G) is notorious, 
and widely publicized. 
 
A positive role for siphons is 
considered below for the critical low-
lying central area of  

Cardowan 
 

Fig 7: Watersheds green (Molindenar), purple (Camlachie), yellow (Tollcross), blue (battle) 

 

Fig 8: Elmdale Row Siphon Aug 2002 
 
F. Alexandra Park Motorway intersection over Molendinar Burn 
G. Elmdale Row/Springburn siphon. (Surface water storm-flow 

through railway pedestrian tunnel to historic Possill Burn blocked 
off !! 

H. Ochill Street. Culvert nip-point for Tollcross burn 300 M 
upstream of Tollcross Pk. Est  culvert capacity = 2 cumecs; 
Potential Tollcross Park SuDS capacity = 80,000 m3 

 

 

 
 
 So let us focus on Kenmuir , Cardowan and Ochill St and the matrix below  
 

Operating Authorities Tools Dalmarnock Totals 
• Executive (Scottish Parliament), 
• Water  (SW) 
• Urban managers (GCC) 
• Highway  (Transport Scotland) 
• Watercourses (SEPA) 
• Developers (including farms & forests) 
• Regulators (Water Commission) 

 
• Attenuation 
• Storage 
• Conveyance 

• Flash flow = 60 cumecs 
• Sewered discharge 5 cumecs 
• Watercourse discharge = 8 cumecs* 
• Flash storage demand = 900km3** 
• Open space supply 4000km2 (4sqkm) 

 *Author’s est 
** 60cumecs x 4hr x 3600 

New Blood: Glasgow parks; Scottish Forestry Commission; Glasgow Social Services 
 



History 
Dalmarnock developed as a productive engine of intensive heavy manufacture within Glasgow. The Molenindar, 
Camlachie & Tollcross subcatchments in 1860 did not pose a problem to Victorian water engineers. Much of 
Molenindar and Camlachie were still green and permeable. Tollcross was still rural. It is noteworthy that the low 
lying sections of all three were protected in the North by the Monklands canal (drawn yellow) which, for the 
majority of its passage from the North Calder (East) to Kelvin (West),  hugs the 50M & 80M contours (green 
long profile insert).  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Monklands Canal Long Profile 
Fig 9: OS 1860 Archive courtesy Edina 

 
It is tempting to speculate that, if Monklands Canal had been connected to the Clyde at Kenmuir – a fall of some 
40M – (perhaps to pick up 19 century Dalmarnock commercial traffic), it would have provided conveyance also 
for mid-catchment overland-flow, and when regenerated, a stylish habitat for post-industrial East-end non-poor 
population. In the event, Monklands was replaced by the M8 to accommodate 20th century transport 
requirements and its dual capacity as a waterway/course was lost (highway grey-water being redirected polluted 
back to the burns even though their capacity to filter and convey had been savagely reduced).   Relating to 
further discussion below, it is doubtful that the occupants of Ochill St were made aware of this infra-structure 
change 
 

Present Day Clyde Walkway Dalmarnock  -  April 2008.         
 

Cuningar and Kenmuir –  best and worst practice - just a few hundred yards apart 

 

 

 

Figs 10 & 11: gaw08 pic 

2008 Cycle-swale 1794 Monklands Canal River Clyde



Options and Drivers 
Against such spatial and historic background, this report seeks to emphasise the value of rural-water-space , 
create solutions from problems, and steer a 40 km2 community away from poverty and ill health as it recovers 
from 150 years of un-planned badly managed dense urban activity.  It reviews the options facing GCC with 
respect to water management  -  broadly to optimize high value works in space and time to provide a better and 
sustainable place for wealth-creation & bio-diverse populations (both human and species).  

• Spatially, topography focuses attention on the South East 
• Temporarily, with limited funds & different time-steps, CSO spills demand immediate albeit temporary 

remediation.  
 
The events of 2002 became an early public-interest-driver to find do-able measures and get on with the job. In 
support of the pragmatic need of the Shettleston (et al) urban population have come two cavalry cohorts, one 
wielding the Water Framework Directive (which makes polluted water illegal) and the other fanfaring the 2014 
Commonwealth games. Some 60% of Dalmarnock (foul, grey, & surface) drains naturally into GCC’s flagship 
‘Gateway’ zone, and playing Russian roulette with a 1:75 year flood occurring during 2014 will be an 
uncomfortable game for institutions funded by the Scottish Executive to keep Gateway dry.  

 
In broad terms, the twin objectives of health and sustainability are taken for 

granted in this relatively short report. Is argument necessary to rule out 
• CSO’s which pollute homes (say >0.5% return),  
• Highways which pollute watercourses (>10% return) 
• SWMP’s which preclude insurance (>1.3% return) 
• Carbon imbalance 

Certainly not against a contractural legacy from the 2014 games !! 
 
So, adding the moral incentives of democratic right to an insurable home, and of sustainable measures,  we 
have at least five powerful drivers for change:- 
 

*  Health  *  2014 Legacy  *  Clean Good Water  (EU-WFD)  *  Insurability  *   Sustainability  * 
 

Health 
From the earliest days of urbanisation, the relationship between human physical health (particularly the poor) 
and clean water is well trodden territory.  The relationship between space and mental health of populations is 
perhaps not so well documented. Whilst concrete underground tanks equipped with screens and pumps may 
generate a healthier physical background, rural open space (not least for water) also has real benefits to offer a 
community [www.camh.net:ODIN+urban+living] [Tait-GCVcore Jan2006]. In recent years, diffuse (rather than point) sources 
of faecal and chemical contamination have become the focus of mainstream attention, and the jury is still out 
considering POM’s for solutions [defra]; [kay]; [many]. Continuing the analogy, ‘point’ (1:100) events are visually 
dramatic examples of more frequent ‘diffuse’ 10:1 CSO spills which blight urban quality and yet go unnoticed. 
Likewise the ‘diffuse’ pollution of space by the intensity of urbanisation can be overlooked . . . and ‘diffuse’ is 
not new [Karr:1991] 

Space for water in towns is space for populations 
 

2014 Legacy  
Venue-awards by global sporting institutions demand attention to legacy. 2014 will be a significant short term 
driver to address the issues of Gateway ponding by disallowing 80m aod (M8) flows into the catchment and 
intercepting 26m aod turbocharged run-off to starve 10-20m aod sinks of their extreme flows 
Good-Water Infraction 
European insistence on Good Water across national boundaries brings teeth and incentive to link quality with 
extreme quantity. Whereas management of hydraulic routing can be derailed by impact complications, 
management of quality is uni-directional. Except that dilution fudges the solution to pollution [alliteration courtesy 
IGES/GB 2008], the same extreme volumes which wash foecal litter into watercourses also impact on flood 
vulnerable property downstream.  If the core ingredient of highway run-off is assigned to (rural-bio-) filtration, a 
hierarchy of water quality falls into place – consigning CSO spills, in Dalmarnock at least, to the past. 
Insurability 
Uninsurable (unsustainable) homes in the hands of the weak become slums. Riparian rural property has 
attracted determined and resourceful middle class to map & drive forward risk gain. Attracting wealthy 
populations to urban water space will catalyse sustainable gain 



Sustainability 
Is much debated. A poll of institutional views of this vital concept was under taken in 2005 [Jones & Macdonald - 
sampled and précised in Ref 1]. Within this sample, ‘sustainability’ was recorded but 90 times in 55,000 words (approx 
30% of these by the interviewers); yet little reference by interviewees could be found to exemplary (GSDP 
sustainable) measures. In 2005, sustainable whole solutions had yet to take root.   “Overall there is a lack of a 
strategic approach to urban flood risk management. There is no one overall body which has responsibility for integrated 
urban drainage. In cases where integrated solutions have been developed it has often been because of public concern 
driving the various stakeholders to work together, or because one particular stakeholder takes an initiative in the public 
interest and brings the other stakeholders to the table.” [Defra 2006].  So, by way of balance this 2008 report looks 
first at sustainable measures - lakes and gardens – a bid to dilute of urban density with some rural joy. 
 

Dalmarnock Argument  
Type  keywords ‘strategy+options’ along with ‘Glasgow+sewer’ and a public network search yields handsome 
evidence of much discussion. However, enter ‘gsdp+action+plan’ returns just one SEPA 2006 pdf which (in 
précis) states  “ The drainage infrastructure of Glasgow is generally inadequate to deliver what is required in the 21

st 

century.  . . .  with areas of Glasgow prone to flooding and to large volumes of untreated sewage entering water courses 
in periods of only moderate rainfall. The problems are a product of a historical lack of strategic investment and the sheer 
scale  . . . no single agency has the resources, powers or ability to deliver an integrated sustainable solution. The 
GSDP  . . . identifies the magnitude of investment that will be required to address them in a sustainable manner.  . . . over 
a 20 – 25 year period, requiring a massive commitment from the Scottish Executive, local agencies, SEPA and the 
private sector”. [Hasset – SEPA 2006].  
 
Wanielista & Yousef [1987] state “best management practice” can be  . . . . categorized into three broad groups:-  
Attenuation by source control techniques; Attenuation of flows within the drainage system ( using storage tanks, 
ponds, . . . etc); Passive treatment to surface water before discharge  . . “  [author’s précis] and there are many similar 
 
  

So conveyance,  storage,  &  attenuation  are reasonable fundamentals . . . 
 

 

 
Analysing for generic features of these methods (which are available in hard and soft skins), we can list:- 

• Conveyance = faster-controlled-flows;  precise hydraulics; contained-higher-pressures; suitable for 
(chemical) process; low volumes; high cost; normally below ground 

• Storage = no flow; flash-reservoir (like computer RAM); settlement; temporal; low-cost-soft; high-cost-
hard; above/below ground; engineered or natural discharge 

• Attenuation =  slower-flows;  less precise hydrologics; filtration/sedimentation; buffer capacity (like 
computer HDD); high volumes; low cost; above ground; bio-process 

 
From a rural ‘soft’ perspective, storage is no big deal (an Upper Severn retention argae 2M x 1000M cost less 
than £50k [Trewern 2005], and attenuation is effortless – a substantial (albeit engineered & maintained) hedge will 
to the job.  So . . . . whilst Hyder’s 2005 interim GSDP2 report relies on hard-urban ‘conveyance’  
 
 • Strategy 1 (Conveyance) Maximise conveyance of flows to the wastewater treatment 

works [through 74km of tunnel], with corresponding provision of treatment capacity.  
• Strategy 2 (Interception) Minimise conveyance of flows to the wastewater treatment 

works [still through 51km of tunnel],  by intercepting storm flows or transferring foul flows . . .  
to adjacent WwTWs.  

“Both approaches can use local storage to reduce pipeline sizes or to reduce lengths of upgraded 
pipeline. Both strategic approaches [being] supported by ‘local solutions’ . . & . .  Strategy 2  [being]  
preferred”. [Fleming & Page 2005] 

 

 
 . . .. and Jacobs Babtie (reviewing London Tideway) favour hard urban ‘storage’ (albeit within a report which 
reads like a bean-counter’s promotion of mediocrity) 
 
 “Key components of  preferred Solution X are a 9km x 7.2 m diameter western storage tunnel from 

Hammersmith to Heathwall, and  associated screening plant . . . . “      [Author’s insert] 
 

 



 . . . . this report, only semi-impressed by the prosaic arguments of the school of hard engineering,  looks first 
for a soft-centred solution, divisible among operatoring authorities, and deliverable, not least for reasons of cost, 

by attenuation first 
 
 By way of particular example, let us address the micro-case-study of Ochill St, Tollcross (where 

approx 4 rural-1860-cumecs have been turbocharged to 13 cumecs by urbanization – See model 
calcs Appdx 1).  To keep homes dry and clean, GCC could consider budgeting, say:- 

• 50% of this 13 cumec turbo-flow to soft attenuation (step forward Glasgow Parks) 
• 30% overspill flow to high cost (surface water) conveyance (Scottish Exec Emergency) 

• 20% to medium-cost storage (ScotWater pump & screen temporary CSO spills)  
So the agency best suited to delivering low cost attenuation gets 50% of the brief . . . ok, so it is 
not as simple as that . . . ok, some inter-agency subcontract shuffling can not be avoided . . .but 
   * * * *   Ochill St ratepayers will not care which authority takes care of the extra flow  * * * *   

 

 

 
Catchment Budgets – a case study of the Tollcross Burn pouring to Ochill St 
A total of some 3million cuM will discharge into the main River (see Appendix . .) from the catchments listed 
below.The table below quantifies the Tollcross Burn catchment.  
 

Catchments Molen Camlach Gateway Tollcross Battle Kenmuir Total Asign 
Total Area (km2) 12 13 4 8 3 5 45  
Area North of M8 9 2 0 3 0 0 14 Highways

Net  subcatch km2 3 11 4 5 3 5 31 Parks 
Watercourse  km 11 10 - 7 3 - 31 Parks 

         
By simple modeling of the (given) typical 24 hour intense storm, & leaving aside for now the Molindenar, 
Camlachie & Battle burns, the peak at Tollcross Park will occur some four hours after the precipitation peak and 
will demand flash storage or conveyance at the rate of 13cumecs for a critical four hour period (ie a 5 km2 
watershed total will turbocharge for four hours to approx 200,000 M3 as it approaches Tollcross Park). Let us 
take this as our 100% and allocate such total as a challenge to institutional stakeholders accountable to the 
householders of Ochill St. 
 
 
 

 
Allocation of Measures 

 
We would seek to suggest that local 
authorities pool their efforts for vulnerable 
homes: -  

• an initial volume to be captured by 
Highways(above 80m aod) before it 
reached vulnerable watercourses, and 
conveyed (via filtration) to North 
Calder (even it it takes a few years) 

• 25% in green-water-park-space,  
• 8% by extending ‘Hermiston-Road-

SuDS’ along daylighted/garden 
sections [Copas/EA – Sutcliffe Pk] 

• 6% in high-kerb roads,  
• 32% in a relief tunnel to biofiltration 

around a new (Forestry) Kenmuir 
garden/urban tree centre,   

• & some 4% in water butts.  
 

 
 

Catchment Tollcross 
   

Total Area (km2) 8  
Area North of M8 3  

Net  subcatch km2 5  
Watercourse length km 7  

   
5km2 x 40mm x 4hr rain c.200000 m3 

4hr Ochill peak @ 12 cumecs c.200000 m3 
   

Urban Brown km2 4.1  
Urban Green km2 0.9  

Riparian Green km2 0.05  
Urban Road km2 < 1% 0.53  

   
4 hour ( 43mm) Storm Cu M % 
Urban brown flashstore 12000 6 
Urban green flashstore 50000 25 

Urban riparian flashstore 15000 8 
Roofstore (butt) 8000 4 

Convey overspill to Kenmuir 65000 32 
Sewer quota (1cumec) 10000 5 

Watercouse culvert (est) 40000 20 
Total 200k m3 100%  



 

So a Sub-Catchment Pilot Solution for Tollcross. . .  
At present GCC ‘Ochill St’ culvert will accommodate some 20% of the flow; Scottish Water might be prepared to 
accept 1cumec to scour through Dalmarnock WWTW ( . . hmmmm . . ) say a further 5%. 
 It would be our suggestion that a substantial engineering team be seconded to Glasgow Parks to execute on 
their behalf 

• c.50,000+ m3 flash storage in Barrachnie, Sandyhills, Tollcross & Swinton green-space park by an 
engineered set of meanders (extending the effective length of the burn-in-flood by 50% to 11 km) and 
of shallow lakes (defended by earth embankments) Appendix 3 

• c.15,000 m3 flash storage along the daylighted length of the Tollcross burn (generally as Pic1-Page1 of 
the Camlachie Burn at Hermiston Road and of London’s Sutcliffe Park [Copas 2007]) 

• 5+ cumec flash-flood tunnel under Sandyhills golf-course from Balbeggie St to discharge into 
biofiltration between Kenmuir Hill and Carmyle (Barhale quote = £2700/m).  Appendix 4. In the 
modeled storm, the tunnel discharge was capped at 2.5 cumecs. This would leave capacity for siphoned 
conveyance from the Gateway link, Carntyne, Cardowan and Camlachie 

that GCC  
• upgrade low-lying, low-slope urban roads (est 13% of impervious watershed) to provide high kerbs for  

flash storage of approx 12,000 m3 
• subsidise 8,000 m3 provision (generally as done with wheelie-bins) of 2 x 1m3 rain-water butts for the 

approx 4000 homes in the catchment. (approx 4 km2 @ 10 homes per hectare) 
& that Scottish Water (taking account of immediate health risk from CSO pathogens)  

• deliver CSO interceptor storage tanks at those overspill locations where Surface Water attenuation & 
soft conveyance awaits funding [£200/m3 Stovin-Pennine] 

 
 . . .  could reach upstream to Camlachie and Modindenar  
A 3m diameter (5+cumec)  Sandyhills tunnel would have dry-weather capacity for small park vehicles and for 
cycles. This would give access to Kenmuir Garden-suburb (no tyres !!!) and the Clyde Walkways to both leisure 
and parks traffic. Also under storm conditions over Carntyne and Cardowan, an extension of this cycle/swale 
(with an associated siphon system at 23 aod via Greenfield to pick the low-lying (now underground) confluence 
of the Light Burn & Camlachie Burn could link with the Bellway Homes ponds and provide lateral (biofiltered) 
outfall for the new urban (M8/M74) Gateway-link-road.  A pragmatic (ie low capacity) 1 cumec siphon between 
Cardowan Road  detention pond and Balbeggie St pond/tunnel access (Appdx 3) would demand SuDS capacity 
to handle Camlachie volumes and flows which in broad terms are +30% on above Tollcross budgets.   
 
However, whilst open space in Tollcross is tight (demanding terracing in the Barrachnie valley (Appdx 3), in the 
Camlachine sub-catchment there is more scope for the Urban landscaper. Bellway Homes and Hyder have set 
the ball rolling (Appendix 3) If the Springburn-Kenmuir cycle/swale-way is routed at track level parallel to the 
railway,  a Cardowan urban lake could be established for future generations - necessating only a shallow 
embankment (1.5 M x 5 degree x 200M North/South to the west of Duror Street). Such a lake could be drained 
for maintenance by a penstock under Carntyne station. If further developed as an amenity from the necessary 
one hectare (allowing storage to 100km3) to a desirable variable volume 15 hectares, then it could achieve 
iconic status for planners. Technically, it would siphon normally at up to 1 cumec to Kenmuir for SW filtration.  
Low grade property to the North of Carntyne station (Plate3) could be drawn into the revised land-use during 
the 50 or so years until the next 100mm x 4hr flash-storm.  Too much detail . . . . no worry . . .  93 yrs is plenty 
of time . . . . . !!   
 
Lateral issues 
Of Insurance, Sustainability, Biofiltration, Climate Change, Carbon neutrality are not argued in detail in this 
presentation. In general terms, there is little dissent from their invocation and adoption. Reference to the work 
of the Pennine Group for Yorkshire Water would fill this gap. The major issue for Dalmarnock is the assignment 
of land-use for water . . . to make space for water, coupled to institutional decision making.  
 

Space for water will give space also for lateral issues 
 
In terms of technical analysis, there is robust agreement that, in combined systems, it is the arrival of storm-
flows at CSO’s which surcharges the piped network and locks out routine foul flow from WWTW’s.  The issue of 
attenuation and storage to prevent effluent from the Edinburgh Rd (Carntyne) CSO reaching the Clyde near the 
2014 games village (via the new Light-Burn and Camlachie-Burn overflow) would appear to remain unresolved.  
 



 

 
Conclusion 
 
 
Substantial benefits await Dalmarnock in respect of both physical & mental well-being, and of amenity. If this 
under-nourished district becomes a Garden for Glasgow with (functional) lakes and parks, the whole city will 
benefit.  
 
Picture an amenity walk/cycle way from Glasgow Green > Gateway > Cardowan Lake > Kenmuir Gardens > 
Clydeside Walkway > Glasgow Green.  
 
By way of worked example, London’s Sutcliffe Park scheme for the River Quaggy would slot neatly into 
Shettleston [Copas-EA1] 

 
Problems would have become solutions 

 
 
 
Therefore, from Mid-Wales, we present this water-budget for Dalmarnock and ‘commend-it-to-the-house’  
 

• In all catchments, an accumulated area some four/five times the historic (rural-permeable) catchment 
floodplain should be allocated to urban meander-streams. Landscape along lines of green ski-slope 
(wide, banked, shallow, etc . . steeper black-run for non-storm water-flows only) 

• Hard storage for CSO’s at overspill points up to 1:200 risk even if this means pumping and compulsory 
purchase (eg under car-parks, under motorways etc) 

• Cycle-path/swale/canal from Springburn to Kelvin to Kenmuir via Cardowan; some pedestrianisation; 
storm flows overspill into adjacent detention ponds; siphon equalization 

• Bellway Homes (2008) detention ponds along above route to be linked to GDSP Cardowan/Camlachie 
initiative; temporary weir/penstock overspill to watercourses relegated to 1:100 as siphons come on 
stream 

• Statistically there are 92 years to next 1:100 event – ie plenty of time within a strong organic strategy; 
upstream attenuation and downstream discharge prudently in place first 

 
A joined-up ‘Soft-before-hard’ strategy in the run-up to the games involving communities and featuring:- 

• Re-landscaped space-for-water by Glasgow Parks direct labour (40ha Carntyne/Cardowan/Greenfields 
Park) incorporating 15ha SuDS lake and an embankment cycle-way along the railway 

• Productive biomass & horticulture at Kenmuir doubling as bio-filtration (more worthy direct labour) 
• £3M Mount Vernon relief tunnel [Pers Comm > £3k/m Budget Monteith/Barhale],  
• Ten £1M  overspill tanks @ £200/m3 for CSO and SW overspill Retrofit SuDS Theory and Practice Stovin-Pennine 

Water Sheffield University Mar 2007] 
• £5M for Tollcross extrapolates to £30M for  40 km2 Dalmarnock and to £300M for 400 km2 Greater 

Glasgow – a huge saving on Hyder’s hard-only strategy. [GCC and Hyder were invited to contribute, but “could not 
make a spokesman available”] 
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Appendix 1:  Rainfall data modeled for Tollcross sub-catchment 
 

Reduction model developed from IGES standard tool [courtesy Wheaton & Brasington] 
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Basic modeling of the (given) rainfall (hyetographed above) over eight (Tollcross sub-catch) isochrones pouring 
into the Ochill St culvert yielded the hydrograph below. This allowed quantification of a typical flash storm and 
distribution budgets for the operational managers of available (or potential) green attenuation, brown 
attenuation, hard/soft storage, & conveyance. In broad terms the topography and landuse of the Tollcross sub-
catchment delayed the peak by some six hours. The purple ‘2008’ series shows the peak stretched by SuDS from 
an intense 13 cumecs over 3 hours to approx 5 cumecs over 7 hours. Three elements of SuDS modeled were 

1. Conveyance: North-east isochrones 7 & 8 (including the M8) were given back to Highways for discharge 
via filtration into the North Calder 

2. Attenuation: Isochrones 4, 5 & 6 (between Shettleston and the M8) were treated as attenuation ponds 
which commenced overspilling after 10 hours at 35000M3 

3. Conveyance: Discharge under Mount Vernon was capped at approx 2.5 cumecs 
 
Analysis was focused on the performance of the sub-catchment over the four hour slot – ie the most challenging 
time-step for the institutions assigned SuDS-budget to keep Ochill St homes dry as the peak passes their 
doorsteps 

   

 
 
Screen-Grab of Reduction Model Spreadsheet: Run-off generation from eight isochrones under different 
filtration coefficients were considered to estimate discharge volumes and flow-rates – rural and urban, with and 
without SuDS 

 



Appendix 2:  Gallery of Method Diagrams  
  
 

Tollcross Burn Catchment  Slope analysis and land-use estimates for brownfield overland storage 

 
 

 

 

 
• Ardgay sample Urban area = 0.13 km2 = 100 homes = 800 home/km2 with 0.03 km2 (25%) road; Water butts = 2 M3 per home 

= 2k M3/sqkm;  
• Tollcross sub catchment = 40% land < 1% slope & 40% < 3%; = say 50% of 25% kerbed road = say 13% land able to store 

300mm of water= 300,000m2 x 0.13 = c 40,000 M3 per km2 
 
 

 Hard/soft flash-storage  Swale -  Cycle Path  -  Siphon  -   
 

 

 

 
 
Urban hard-store courtesy GSDP2, Yorkshire water, and Pennine 
Water Group. Cost est hard-solution(courtesy Stovin Pennine WG) 
= £200/m3;  
Soft-solution cost est £10/m3 (gaw07 est based on Upper Severn 
2008 grass argae defence 2008) 

Dalmarnock overlaid with streams, catchments, SuDS soft-store 
(turquoise), AP over features, Springburn/Kenmuir cycle-swale (red) 

  

 
 

Long Profile -  Carntyne > Cardowan > Balbeggie > Kenmuir  Siphon  (c. 24 aod) 
 

                       Carntyne Camlachie Burn     Greenfields     Balbeggie (Tollcross) Mount Vernon    BattleBurn     Kenmuir 

 
Legend: White dash = siphon:  Blue dash = Mount Vernon tunnel; Solid blue = outfall to Kenmuir 
  

(27 aod may also be practical – allowing more daylighted canal/swale & less siphon) 
 

 



Appendix 3:  Storage Diagrams 
 
 
 

Cardowan Variable volume 15ha amenity lake & Tollcross Park 4ha temporary Storage 
 
 
Whereas the extreme siphon action of the culvert between Springburn and Elmvale Row brings regular grief to 
home owners (Fig above), a LightBurn-Camlachie culvert-siphon (above left white-dash) in a linked Carntyne 
and Cardowan system of pools would provide an interim flexible buffer for urban highway run-off, and 
(permeably) prepare for a strategic municipal Cardowan Lake. By way of further detail, routing the Camlachie 
Burn storm flow along Esbank St to this defended Cardowan Lake would relieve also the low-lying Old 
Shettleston Road. Correctly landscaped (ie falling towards Cardowan Road culvert), the bed of the extended 
Lake could be a green parkland amenity, or a shallow municipal lake for 99 years of the 100 year return period. 
 
In Tollcross (below right), a defence at the Southern boundary of Tollcross Park would allow a larger Ochill St 
culvert without impacting on downstream Braidfauld 

 

 
 

Fig1  3D view of propsed Cardowan lake from East showing 
proposed argae defence (green), urban cycle-way (red), and 

temporary siphon (white) [background shading courtesy Hyder; 
northern SuDS at Edinburgh Road courtesy GSDP] 

  

 
Fig 3D view of SuDS options for Tollcross Park looking South. 

Defence (red left) for riparian property at Ochill St  
Embankment (red top right) extends relief to Braidfauld 

 
 
 
 

Alternative Surface storm water attenuation at the more difficult Barrachnie site 
 

 

 

 
 

Terraced Barrachnie       Plan & Profile with defended 
SuDS lake in South West ‘valley’. In 99/100 years, Barrachnie is 
green open space 
 

 3km swaled Barrachnie     Plan of swaled & 
landscaped park (like very easy-going (50M x 0.5M) staircase) with 
meanders into retention SuDS lake. In 99 years out of 100, 
Barrachnie is green open space 
 

   
 

    



 
 
 

 Appendix 4:  Horticulture, Biofiltration and Sunday afternoon’s out 
 
 

* * *  Scenarios for Kenmuir development for Highway and Surface Water outfall  * * * * 
 
 

     

 

  

<<<<<       ^^^^ 
 
 

Recently established 
Welsh Garden centre 

and tree farm 
 

Built on a bare 
hillside pasture – 
Courtesy Dingle 

Nurseries 
 
 

>>>>>

 

 
Model for Kenmuir 

(Dingle Nursery garden path by Lake) 
   

 

<<<<<<<< 
 
 
 
 
Riparian hybrid poplar buffers at Carnation Farms 
near Carnation, WA, USA. Floodplain plantings of 
hybrid poplar can be used to intercept excess 
nutrients associated with the surface runoff from 
hayfields, pastures and agricultural crops. (Photo 
by J.H. Braatne) 

 

 



Appendix 5 :  Plates 
 

 
Balbeggie St SuDS opportunity – 1.5m embankment would surround re-landscaped 60 Ha park – author08 

     

 
Cardowan Rd SuDS location – author08 

 

 
Low grade development Cardowan-

author08 

 

 
Springburn SuDS opportunity-author08 

     

 
Tunel Jack courtesy Barhale 

 

 
SuDS drain – courtesy Pennine Group 

 

 
SuDS pond – courtesy Pennine Group 

     

 
Sutcliffe Park Oufall & Defense- 

Courtesy EA 

 

 
Heathrow SuDS courtesy Penny Anderson 

 

 
Transpiration courtesy pgder Maryland 

     

 
Strategies do go wrong; Sighthill demolition 

Apr08 – Foundations part built by author 1968 

 

 
Reed Diversion courtesy CW Ltd 

 

 
 

Bellway Homes Carntyne Development 
Red = Cycle-way 

Top Left = Bellway Homes 
Right = Cardowan 15ha lake 
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 In addition to cited references, the report above reflects the content of the following papers. The author, whilst seeking examples of clean, 
sustainable, rural method for Dalmarnock, acknowledges these sources with thanks 
 
 Sustainability interviews [courtesy Phil Jones published & made available] (Word/total) 

 
1. The Architect’s tale (6 ‘sustainable-mentions’ in 3000):  . . . it’s consuming less, sharing more and having a good 
life . .  . . . We’ve got our own BREEAM assessor in the office now . . . It’s got to start from these legislative 
people . . . 
 
2. The Environmental tale (4 in 9000):  . . . I can’t remember what the drainage system exactly  . . .but there has 
been discussion with SEPA about a sustainable drainage system for the bridge . . . 
 
3. The technician’s tale (8 in 4000): . . . I would say developing for today’s requirements and preserving the earth, for 
want of a better word, for future generations.   . . . .  Using materials that come from sustainable sources as well. . . . 
Ciria.. . .is pretty wishy washy.  It mentions swails, it mentions the porous paving [but] the two aren’t going to be 
right in the same situation. . . . 
 
4. A Council’s tale (34 in  7000): . . . to it is very much the whole bag of sustainability, so it’s not just the 
environmental measures, it’s the social ones as well . . . So I’ll put in sustainability measures and ensure that they’re 
woven throughout the whole of the brief and the contract . . . because we’re made up of architects, engineers, 
sustainability people, energy engineers and all sorts . . . So we are fortunate that that review’s started and they are 
totally up for sustainability and integrating it more into the plan . . . To me sustainability is a common sense approach.  
I really see it as being the only way forward, I don’t think you can skew anything either way, I wouldn’t want things to 
be skewed totally in favour of the environment where it was biodiversity at the expense of people.   . . ..  But it’s 
about making sure that everybody has a reasonable quality of life.  It’s about citizenship, it’s about people respecting 
their local environment, respecting the right of people to do certain things 
 
5. A council’s tale. (3 in 6000):Well, I’m purely talking from a watercourse perspective and I suppose I see it as how 
we can drain an area that’s not going to cause any adverse impact on people up or downstream from it and it should 
be done in a fashion that enhances the environment, which is of benefit . . . . .   
 
6. The developer’s tale (8 in 5000)  .  . . .   I’m not in any way at all undermining any of the canon of work that’s 
available in terms of how you define it, there’s a myriad of websites can give you definitions of it.  What I’m saying is 
the only way from a development point of view I can define it – what is the impact on me, given the fact that we are 
committed to using materials which don’t ***k up the environment . . . 
 
7 .The manager’s tale. (3 in 7000)   . . . , you engage the community to try and get everybody brought in and try and 
address issues as they come up.  At the present time I think that’s about the most sustainable you’re going to get. . . . 
 
8 .The Consultant’s tale(  6 in 7000):  . .  the question of infiltration is a huge one which is not sustainable.  The 
practice of just letting people do what they like is not sustainable.  In that the current practices are compromising the 
performance of sewerage and drainage systems and have got to be stopped.  So sustainability is providing a system 
that will see through to future generations, but it’s also providing the management to make sure that that system is 
maintained for future generations . . . 
 
9. The Water Engineer’s Tale: (18 in 7000)  . . . So I think they have looked at the sustainability issue in London and 
concluded that hard engineering is the way they have to go, rather than looking to see if they can strip out surface 
water and disconnect in parts of London.  Extremely difficult . . . I’m firmly of the belief now that what needs to 
happen for the GSDP is  . . .to follow the sustainability solution roadmap.  Which I feel should be expressed through a 
non-statutory water plan in a similar manner to what the Dutch do.  And that the long term investment which would 
be required for hard engineering has to sit with government, possibly Europe, in terms of when that money will be 
provided to resolve the legacy position.  But that won’t be engineered in five year investment programmes.  . . ..  It’ll 
take a much longer time to do. 
 

 

 
Author’s2008 note on references to SuDS:  GSDP’s Ruchill is now on stream  “ . . . . The area Ruchill Hospital and 
Park was selected as being the prime choice . . . . Fifty-seven sites within 46 areas of Glasgow were identified for 
investigation. . . . . A combination of infiltration trenches or swales with ponds or underground storage were the most 
likely SUDS options for the majority of the demonstration areas . . . .”) [The RAE M. Scholz  2004.].  
 



References 2 
 

[SEPA1] www.sepa.org.uk/data/fish/reports/pdf/42.pdf  
 “Urban diffuse pollution is being tackled through the new Water Framework 
Directive (WFD)controls. The point source pollution regulations that came into 
force in April 2006 include aGeneral Binding Rule (GBR) stating that new 
developments must be drained by a Sustainable Urban Drainage (SUDS) or 
equivalent. Although this does not specifically address existing diffuse urban 
pollution problems, it will assist in preventing further deterioration of ecological 
status and water quality. However, urban redevelopment within the Clyde 
catchment will now include provision of SUDS, and this will start to remediate 
existing urban runoff pollution in the catchment”. 

 

 [RBF-1] BMP EFFECTIVENESS AND APPLICABILITY FOR ORANGE COUNTY 
RBF Consulting 14725 Alton Parkway Irvine, Ca 92618  2003 

 
Bioretention functions as a soil and plant-based filtration device that removes 

pollutants through a variety of physical, biological, and chemical treatment 
processes. As shown in the Stormwater Technology Fact Sheet: Bioretention 

(EPA, 1999), Figure E1-27, displays runoff conveyed as sheet flow to the 
treatment area.  

 
[Author’s Note: Comprehensive 286 page document covering ‘Best Management] 

 
[Jacobs-Babtie/Honeymanet al]   Ofwat PROC/01/0021 Final Report of 

Independent Review of Intermittent Storm Discharges within TTSS Phase 1 –  
 [WAPUG1 – Gill et al] Defra integrated urban drainage pilots “Defra’s strategy 

‘Making Space for Water’ (Defra 2005) has identified the need for an holistic, 
joined-up, and integrated approach to manage flood risk.” 

[Defra-1] Making space for water. Taking forward a new Government strategy for 
flood and coastal erosion risk management in England “  . . The Government 
supports the concept of integrated management of urban drainage. We will 
review ongoing best practice and fund pilot projects so as to test different 

approaches tointegrated management, and to investigate who is best placed to 
lead in specific urban areas.Pilots will look at upstream catchments where 

appropriate and may include encouraging ruralland management changes . . .”.  
 

 [Defra-2] Making Space for Water – Dec2007 Quaterly Update “  . . . This is 
especially the case in urban areas where currently a complex interaction of 

rainage systems exists and there is widespread difficulty in identifying 
responsibility for dealing with flood issues . . . . “ 

.  
[Defra-3]  Defra Integrated Urban Drainage Pilots –Balmforth Mar2006 
 “ . . . The existing legislation that governs urban drainage has resulted 

(unintentionally) in an over complex system with diverse responsible bodies . “.  
 

 [UK-WIR-1] WM07 21 cent Sewer Design – Ashley et al  “ . . .  The application 
of the concept of “sustainability” to the activities of sewer undertakers has the 

potential to have a significant impact on operations and thus profitability . . “. 
 

[Copas-EA1] Sutcliffe Park and the Quaggy River Flood Risk Award 2007 Scheme “ . . Matthew Blumler , Chairman QW AG, described Sutcliffe Pk as,' . . a win, win, 
win . . . creating a haven for wildlife, an attractive recreation and education environment for people, and flood protection for property.'(Observer, 13.06.2004 . . .” 

        
[WAPUG2- Hankin et al ] Urban Flood Modelling “ . . . This paper compares 3 
approaches to urban modeling using topographical analysis, blanket rainfall, & 
seni-coupled sewer/overland routing which might be suited to different levels of 

flood risk assessment  . . .” 

 [Browne et al – Jun 1986] Glasgow’s Industrial Heritage  “ . . The early 
underground stoop and room (pillar and stall) workings, and the backfilled 

quarries, together with variably consolidated natural superjicial deposits, have 
bequeathed to the city a heritage of unwanted engineering problems . . ." 

[GSDP2 –Page et al] Glasgow Strategic Drainage Plan Stage 2” . . . Special 
funding is required for the following reasons: Scottish Water funding for sewers 

does not cover the level of strategic stormwater infrastructure investment needed. 
- Glasgow City Council can only procure improvements to watercourses through a 
Flood Prevention Order -  Developers cannot be expected to fund rectification of 

historical deficiencies. . .” 

 [GSDP2a-Fleming]  Integrated Urban Drainage 
   “ . . . · Consider both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ engineering solutions, to compliment 

each potential benefit;· Appreciate that plans are living documents and deserve 
periodic review as circumstances change . . “ 

[GCC1-Macnab2005] Presentation     “ . . .   Water Management  . . . is 
 Area SUDS •• Rain Gardens 

 •• Water Squares 
 •• Attenuation Parks •• Green Corridors. . .” 

 [PJones1-Stockholm 2006] Just Passing Through  " . . . Sustainable drainage 
systems (SuDS) reverse an older model of banishing water from the city as 

quickly as possible, instead, in a Foucauldian sense, disciplining it – reforming its 
behaviour by holding it back in storage areas and removing diffuse source 

pollutants  . . " 

 

[Tait-GCVcore Jan2006] Best practices in Urban Regeneration   
[“ . . Key Indicators �� Education �� Children achieving at least basic educational 

qualifications �� Health �� Death from coronary heart disease in people under 75 �� 
Mothers who smoke during pregnancy �� Justice �� Levels of house-breaking �� 
Transport �� Serious and fatal road accidents involving children  �� Access to a 
local bus service �� Housing  �� Homes with poor energy  efficiency �� Jobs �� 
Unemployment rates  �� 16-19 year olds who are not in education, training or 

employment �� Children in workless households . .” 

 

[GSDP3-Fleming] 
InterregIIIB Urban Water 

Conference 
Aprill 2006 

 
Vision  . . . . and  . . .  Action  

[Adshead – 2007]  A SWMP for Glasgow’s Clyde Gateway  “ . . The nature of 
SUDS requires drainage engineers to think beyond pipes and underground tanks, 

to emerge, blinking, into the sunlight and look around, to think about land and 
space, to think about surface water as a resource, not simply as waste . . .” 

 [Akornor 2004]  GSDP1   “ . . The case  [of Cardowan] study highlights the 
benefits of a holistic approach to identify conventional and soft engineering 
solutions in order to achieve the desired objective of a Sustainable Urban 

Drainage Solution for Glasgow. Whilst the desire to reduce flooding risk may be a 
primary desire for this study, the methodology adopted will also address 

development constraints, water quality and the desire for habitat enhancement in 
an area much in need of regeneration. . . .” 

[Johnson – Jun2006]  What is sustainable flood management?  “  . . . This 
duty establishes a direct statutory linkage between the protection of the water 

environment and the protection of communities at risk of flooding and means that 
responsible authorities would need to take account of the requirement to promote 

SFM when carrying out their flood risk management functions.  . . .” 
 

 [Clarke-2005]   Using 2D Dynamic Modelling to Assess Overland Flood 
Routing and Flood Depths 

   “ . . . The models can also be used to assess alternative solutions, such as 
above ground retention/detention ponds, and overland flow diversion schemes, 

such as virtual flood routes, by modifying the model DEM to reflect excavation of 
ponds, ditches, or similar  . . .” 

 
[www.camh.net:ODIN+urban+living] [Tait-GCVcore Jan2006].  
[Karr: 1991] Biological Integrity: A long neglected aspect of Water resource management; Ecological applications Vol1:1 Feb 1991 



References 3 
[Werritty-2008] FLOOD-ERA: Flood Risk Management in EU- Glasgow Case 
Study   “ . .but if structural measures are not available (ie fails cost/benefit 
analysis, public pressure the ‘something must be done’ may enhance relative 
attractiveness of non-structural measures . .” 

[Urquart-2005]  Clyde Gateway Planning Initiative “ . . . Clyde Gateway is “of a 
dynamic . .  city location with a strong community, which will attract major 
investment and establish itself as one of the foremost places in the West of 
Scotland to live and work, supporting Glasgow’s ambition to be a world class city 
region . . .” – [Author’s note . . .  no mention of water !!! 

 [Worrall – 2005]  ROLE OF ECOLOGY IN SUSTAINABLE DRAINAGE  “ . . Our 
‘hard engineered’ urban surfaces are designed to collect and rapidly discharge 
storm runoff away from valuable urban assets and leave the management of flood 
waters and water quality to downstream receptors. Such a philosophy of water 
management is gradually being recognised as non-sustainable and over the past 
20 years or so the adoption of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) in 
the United Kingdom and worldwide is demonstrating that management of rainfall 
events ‘at source’ provides an opportunity to deal appropriately with the quantity 
of urban runoff; to improve its quality and at the same time provide resources for 
amenity and ecology.  . . . .” 

[ Inch-Feb2007 ] Glasgow East End Development Strategy  “ . . . The 
Council's vision for the East End is to create a vibrant, new city district, through a 
regeneration process based on reinvention and reconnection. Existing and new 
communities will benefit from a new approach to living in cities, as regeneration in 
the East End will be a model of sustainable development, addressing issues of 
population health, environmental quality and meeting people's needs. . . .” 
“. . . Iconice building at Dalmarnock.  [but SuDS only 100M2 !! – author]. “ 

 [POST289-Jul2007 ] Urban Flooding  “ . . When there is heavy rainfall, the 
excess water would be directed to low value areas (with warning) and away from 
houses and important  infrastructure. Green spaces and roads could provide 
temporary storage of the floodwater. Simple aspects of development design, such 
as kerb heights and the amount of vegetation cover, can have a dramatic impact 
on the way water flows though the urban environment. . . .” 

[Gibbs-2004] EA/Defra W5-074 Preliminary rainfall run-off management for 
developments “ . . Sewers for Adoption (5th ed). The objectives  . .. are: • For 
stormwater runoff discharged from urban developments to replicate or achieve a 
reduction from the greenfield response of the site over an extended range of 
storm probabilities (return periods) • To manage runoff on site for extreme 
events . . [so that] . . • the peak rate of stormwater run-off to be controlled; • the 
volume of run-off to be reduced; • the pollution load to receiving waters from 
stormwater runoff to be minimised. . . .” 

 

  
Reed Bed Purification. Published image Courtesy  
A.G.A. Group, Crawfold Business Park Balls Cross Petworth 
 

[Stovin-Mar2007]  Retrofit SuDS Theory and Practice “ . . Urban regeneration & 
renewal projects offer real potential to apply the SuDS philosophy to improve our 
existing drainage systems, using combinations of ‘brownfield’ and retrofit SuDS 
. .  . Legislative change is only a matter of time  . .. .”       

SuDS in Bradford and Malmo >>>>>>>> 
 

 Bradford & Malmo SuDS    

     

 [Stovin2-2007] Green Roofs & Stormwater Management   “ . . Some SUDS 
components (e.g. swales incorporating checkdams) may provide both; many 
SUDS systems offer a combination of both by integrating a range of structures 
into an overall scheme.  OFWAT (2003) costs for 3,000 m3 CSO tank = 
£647,000 . . “ 
 

<<<<<<<  Rural to Urban 
[Wild-Sniffer-2002]  Final Report Project ref: SR(02)09 Jul 2002 SUDS in 
Scotland – the Scottish SUDS database  “ . . Sustainable Urban Drainage 
Systems, or SUDS, are storm or surface water drainage facilities that are 
designed to address three essential issues: quality of surface water runoff, 
quantity of runoff, and amenity (including biodiversity). . . . .” 

 [Singh-2003]  EA Social Impacts of . . . SuDS   “ . . The amenity, recreational 
value and aesthetics of new schemes seem to be of major importance in 
determining public acceptability, while function, efficiency, and maintenance are 
primarily important in areas facing flooding problems. Other key findings are that 
there is a general preference for sustainable urban water management and for 
river restoration schemes compared with more conventional, ‘hard engineering’ 
approaches, such as culverting of rivers . . .” 

[Pratt 2003] SUSTAINABLE DRAINAGE  “ . . . Fletcher et al. (2002) established 
controlled experiments on newly constructed swale in Brisbane. T(65m long, x 4m 
x 1.6% . . .  The inflows were dosed with a synthetic mix of pollutants, matched to 
typical stormwater characteristics  . . . . The results showed that the swale 
provided substantial reduction in pollutant concentrations . .. . . “ 

 [Braatne-1999] Biological Aspects of Hybrid Poplar Cultivation on 
Floodplains in Western North America   “ . . Fast-growing hybrid poplars--the 
product of selective breeding of native cottonwoods-- are being widely planted to 
supplement the diminishing supply of natural hardwoods. As effective biofilters, 
these trees are also being increasingly used to treat agricultural runoff and 
municipal wastewaters. . . . .” 

[Andres 2003] Brechin 1D/2D Case Study “ . . . The 2D model facility is a much 
more flexible approach although the requirement of data such as walls, buildings 
and detailed ground models is significant. InfoWorksCS 2D is a user friendly 
software, very quick to build and fully integrated with the below ground 
system  . . .”  

 [Smith-dec1999] Vegetative Filter Strips  “ . . Vegetative filter strips are a 
complementary conservation practice that should be used with in-field 
conservation practices such as conservation tillage, contour buffer strips, strip 
cropping, and waterways. . .. “ 
 

[Bray et ass] Oxford MSA M40 published specs  “ . . A ‘first flush’ storage pond, 
with a shut-off facility, will contain spillages > A wetland provides further treatment 
for pollutants > A balancing pond provides shortfall. . .” 

>>>>>>>  
 [WAPUG-Evans2007]  Urban run-off Modelling  “ . Modelling runoff in urban 
area in important for directing investment to protect quality of life, preserve assets 
and protect the environment. Models are expensive to build . . . albeit a small 
fraction of the cost of the investments. . “ 

 

    

[WWF-2002 Turning the tide on flooding  “ . . Without insurance cover, there are major implications for mortgages and consequently property prices. These costs may 
well be borne by people in the poorest housing in high-risk areas. . For example, preserving or re-instating natural floodplains upstream can help soak up floodwater before 
it spills into urban areas.  . It is not enough simply to manage. the existing fragmented system within the new legislation. What is required is a complete overhaul of flood 
legislation, flood defence funding and responsibilities . Given that Scotland.s total inland floodplain, not allowing for flood defences, covers 2,950km2, there is plenty of 
potential for use of environmentally sensitive flood alleviation options . . The Water and environment and Water Services Bill is a unique opportunity which we must not 
miss. The security of the inhabitants of 170,000 homes at risk from flooding in Scotland depend on it. . .  .” 
 
 


